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How an MDM helps your business  
manage mobile devices



About us!

We are a young, dynamic company from Leipzig and
develop solutions with IoT technologies for Industry 4.0.
We live in a fast growing world where IT needs and
problems emerge faster than the solutions - so our
creativity and mission knows no boundaries and our
team family wants new blood in the areas of sales and
marketing, software development and project
management.
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What is an MDM??

Definition

Mobile Device Management (MDM) enables the simple
and centralized management of mobile devices. In a
constantly mobilizing world, companies are required to
offer increased mobility and flexibility. Among other
things, this means using mobile devices or being able to
work from home, increasing the number of devices that
need to be managed and the IT workload overall. In
addition to the administrative burden, other challenges
arise, such as securing devices against cyber threats. An
MDM reduces both the administrative burden while also
increasing data protection. This enables secure working
from home, on the road, or in public places like your
favorite coffee shop.



How does an MDM differ from an EMM?

In addition to the well-known MDM, there is also a
system for mobility management called "Enterprise
Mobility Management" (EMM). This is where MobiVisor
comes in, offering all the features of an EMM. You can
manage devices, applications and information all at
once. Whether a device has already been brought by the
employee, is for personal and professional use, or is
used purely as a corporate device, MDMs can equally
manage all mobile devices.



MobiVisor 

How do I purchase MobiVisor?

Simply tell us the number of your devices, your
operating system and the desired functionalities and we
will take care of the rest. You can do this conveniently
via our contact form on our website or by sending an
email to info@iotiq.de.

https://www.mobivisor.de/en/contact/


How do I set up MobiVisor?

 reset the device to factory settings 
 turn on the device and tap the screen 7 times 
 scan the device owner QR code from your MobiVisor
domain 
 follow the instructions on the device and decide
whether the device can be used only for work or also
privately
 the MobiVisor app is automatically downloaded &
you grant permissions. 
 register the user easily via a user QR code

The setup of MobiVisor differs depending on the
operating system used and the desired profile. 
In general, it is very important to us to make the setup
process as easy as possible. The example of the setup
for Android 11 will show you how easy it is:

1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

DONE!



How an MDM helps you manage
corporate mobile devices

What can be inventoried with an MDM?

An inventory is generally understood to be an
assessment of objects in terms of certain characteristics.
With an MDM, generally only device-related data is
collected and processed, but never personal data. 
In the case of an MDM, these are a company's mobile
devices and their characteristics:

Which devices (number and type) are present in the
company?
By whom are these devices used? 
Which devices are online/ offline? 
How were the devices registered? (BYOD, COPE or
device owner). 
Which device uses which SIM card? 
Which operating systems are present in the
company?
Which apps are installed on the device?

Devices: 



Which user belongs to which user group? 
Which group has which restrictions or powers? 
Adaptation and updating of the apps used
Setting privacy policies 
Setting up devices individually and making specific
settings for different devices

Usage rights: 

Reducing workload with a MDM:

By making so much information available to you, your
MDM is a big help in device management. It also makes
other processes of the business much more
streamlined, making them easier and more time-saving.
This concerns for example:



Issue of the
ready setup

device to the new
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Easy wiping of
devices by MDM

Should the
device be
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device via MDM 

Onboarding and offboarding of employees:



Remote Support:  

Your company
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in home office
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 Employees use
mobile devices

 Something
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the screen

Help from
anywhere



You now know that an MDM can relieve you of your daily
work as an administrator. Generally speaking, lean,
uncomplicated and thus less time-consuming processes
free up resources for other activities that would
otherwise be tied up in administration and setup efforts. 
Also, time savings naturally go hand in hand with cost
savings - which speaks highly in favor of MDM from a
business perspective. Let's illustrate the cost savings
with the following examples on the following pages. 

Saving costs with an MDM

Examples of savings you can achieve with
MDM



Device replacement: 
The device is sent in (costs time, can be lost) or brought
in by the employee (organizational effort, time required).
Replacement must be obtained until the device is
repaired (employee may not be as productive,
replacement device must be returned or provided). 

On-site deployment: 
Employee must wait while the device is on strike and is
not productive during this time. 
If the problem cannot be solved, the device has to be
taken away, which means more loss of time.

The device breaks at the site of operation or
applications and apps do not work as planned

MDM Solution: 
Remote support possible in real time and thus fast
and uncomplicated help without useless travel time
or mailing.



Each device is manually supplied with the apps: 
Takes a long time, especially when there are many devices.
Repetitive tasks allow errors to occur more quickly. There
is no overview of which device has been supplied with
which apps. Furthermore, updates may have to be
performed manually again, which poses a risk of errors
 
Employees download apps themselves: 
It cannot be ensured that these are installed properly,
which is a risk for data leaks, errors or lack of productivity

Every employee needs certain apps for work. It's
always important to ensure that only apps that
comply with the company's policies are used.

MDM Solution: 
Distribute and properly set up apps in one process
that can be done remotely in a central location and
requires nothing but an internet connection. You
define which user can use which apps. By pre-
approving which apps to use, you minimize the risk
of data breaches and ensure that each user has the
apps they need.



The device is used seamlessly: there is no separation of
private data and work data and thus there is a risk of
data being lost or internal information leaking out.  

As an employer branding measure, employees are
allowed to use their personal and thus already
familiar mobile devices for work at the company.
Optionally, they are provided with a device by the
company that they may also use privately.

MDM Solution: 
By setting up a secondary profile that is used for
work, data is separated. Private and work data are
backed up in different containers. Apps that are
only used in the work profile, for example, are
marked accordingly on Android. Regardless of your
chosen usage scenario, your data and apps are
neatly separated thanks to MobiVisor, which
ensures security for the company and privacy for
your employees.



Managing apps with MDM

How to manage apps efficiently?

Handing over a device to your employee doesn't quite
complete the process. While certain apps are
mandatory, some may not be used under any
circumstances, while others may be optionally
downloaded as desired. In addition, apps require regular
updates. This means high manual effort as well as a
dependency on your employees. They would all have to
be asked individually to download or update a particular
app. It's even more difficult to monitor whether
employees are actually not using the banned apps. 
You can counter this with an MDM. In addition to the
general management tasks of a device, an MDM also
manages the apps installed on the device.



Instead of manually installing apps one at a time, with an
MDM you can easily send commands to install them and
the apps will be installed automatically. Likewise,
updates can be set to download automatically. It doesn't
stop there: White and blacklists can be created, so
usable and banned apps are predetermined. Deleting
apps remotely is also possible. What's more, you don't
have to create a Google account or Apple ID for device
users; instead, you can use an enterprise account
configured via MDM to log in. In addition, you can equip
enterprise apps with app configurations, so that, for
example, your email app already contains the user name
and email address of the corresponding user after
installation.

Reducing the workload with an MDM

Simple setup process
App management
Predefined apps via direct installation or in the app
catalog 
Automatic updates 
White/blacklists 
Delete apps remotely 
No private Apple ID or Google account required

The resulting benefits are critical from both an
administrative and a privacy perspective:



MDM  & New Work 

What is New Work?

Long, time-intensive processes are shortened 
Networking of employees across locations is possible
Knowledge resources and "non-material" corporate
thinking are becoming increasingly important 
Business requirements and needs are changing 
Employees work flexibly and often remotely 
Digital tools are increasingly used 
Offices are becoming more and more technically
equipped

"New Work" is surely a term you are already familiar
with. But what does it mean exactly? 
In general, New Work describes the structural change in
the world of work, the biggest driver of which is
digitalization. In addition to various other aspects, this
primarily means:



This now means not only that technical processes are
changing fundamentally, but also that companies have
to act very differently to the outside world than they did
years ago in order to remain relevant.
Companies must pay more attention, therefore, to
ensuring that digitization does not stop at the office
door. But why is this so important in the first place? 
In addition to a clear economic competitive advantage
for digitized companies, the magic word is employer
branding. This describes targeted measures designed to
attract new employees and retain existing ones. 
Only the interplay of digital processes and lived "New
Work" internally and externally provide the basis for
successful employer branding.

 



How an MDM supports employer branding

Setting up work devices in advance and saving time
in onboarding
Securely networking mobile devices, equipping them
for work, and giving employees the freedom to work
from anywhere
Keep company resources available at all times and
ensure secure access 
Keep devices and apps up to date with automatic
updates
Employees can rely on your support, which can be
provided from anywhere 
Apps and application work reliably because they are
configured professionally

Every employee in a company wants the work devices
that are used every day to work flawlessly. This applies
not only to those who work with heavy equipment or
machines, but also to all employees who rely on mobile
devices such as tablets or cell phones for their work. 
As part of a holistic employer branding strategy, an
MDM helps ensure that this happens, supporting
employee productivity and satisfaction. 
MDM and employer branding therefore means: 

 



Ensure mobile working - securely and from
anywhere

You now know how an MDM can also support your
company in employer branding. 
A particularly important point here is mobile working -
and for this, the Internet is needed in every company.
But how can you guarantee a secure Internet connection
at all times? The answer is probably already on the tip of
your tongue: via VPN. 
A VPN (Virtual Private Network), encrypts your Internet
connection in real time and thus "hides" the identity of
the person surfing the Internet via VPN. As a result, such
an Internet connection shields from espionage. 
People often associate the thought of a VPN with
complicated configurations and clients, which are often
still prone to errors. 
So why should you choose a VPN? 

 



MobiVisor per-App-VPN

Let's take a look at the advantages of our MobiVisor
VPN: 

A VPN can be individual: you configure the access data
to your VPN connection with our help (or use our full-
service offer) or we set up your own VPN server for you. 

VPN can be flexible: you decide whether all
connections of the device should use the VPN or you
define specific individual apps and Internet domains that
should automatically establish a VPN connection.

VPN can be simple: with MobiVisor, you can install the
VPN app remotely on all Android devices; with iOS, you
can even do without an app at all.

VPN can be intuitive: Device users only need to call up
the app and "turn it on" - it lights up green and the VPN
works. On iOS, the VPN is automatically triggered when a
predefined app or domain is called. 



From this we can see that a VPN - once it is configured
correctly - means an enormous increase in security.
With the help of the VPN, you secure your company's
important data streams from unauthorized access by
others and, on the other hand, ensure that no
resources are shared from within if this is not explicitly
permitted. 
A VPN thus offers - via an always secure Internet
connection - even more advantages for your company. 

The mobile office, therefore, benefits particularly
strongly from user-friendly, uncomplicated solutions
that make work easier. To get even more out of your
company's mobile work culture, we recommend our
MDM extensions MobiVisor Files, MobiVisor Secure
Mail and MobiVisor Messenger. 



Yes, as MobiVisor MDM offers exactly the same feature
set to manage mobile devices.

I need an EMM - is an MDM even enough? ?

FAQs

Isn't an MDM spying on employees?

No. Your employees don't have to worry about being
spied on or controlled. With MobiVisor, administrators
only get device-specific information - not personal
information.



What is the difference between on premise and
cloud?

Your personal mobile device manager can be hosted
either on your own server (on-premise) or in our secure
cloud. 
Of course, the decision for one or the other depends on
the circumstances of your company. For example, if your
company has particularly strict data policies that prohibit
data from remaining off-site, an on-premise solution is
the best choice. 
If you do not have the option of an on-premise solution,
then your MDM can be hosted on our secure servers,
which are located in Germany. Of course, with both
solutions you will benefit from the latest updates and
innovations of our MDM.  

You are not sure which solution is the right one for your
company? We will be happy to advise you on this! Your
data's security is important to us.



Is it possible to test an MDM?

Of course you can test MobiVisor MDM fully and without
commitment. We are always available to assist you with
consultation and subsequent implementation of
MobiVisor. We are especially proud of our immediate
support - anytime by phone or e-mail!  
Our customer consultants Toni Voß  and Saskia Riechers  
are available to answer your questions.

Toni Voß
toni@iotiq.de
 +49 1578 3020995
  

Saskia Riechers
saskia@iotiq.de
+49 176 1500 6080

  



Are you planning to purchase completely new
devices and manage them with MDM?

You should consider whether to order the devices
directly as enterprise devices from the manufacturer or
independently. For example, if you order an Android
device directly for an enterprise, it will already arrive
with Android Enterprise, the operating system
specifically for enterprise devices. The advantage is that
more MDM functions exist for Android Enterprise.
If you want to register Apple devices, you also need an
Apple Enterprise ID. 
Since Apple checks each enterprise for legitimacy, it may
take a few days for you to receive this and proceed with
device registration. 

How do I obtain an MDM?

Should existing devices and/or employee devices
be included?

Here you need to keep in mind that existing devices
need to be completely reset in order for the MDM to
work fully. Therefore, be sure to remove (or arrange for
the removal of) important data from the devices
beforehand and back it up elsewhere. 



Enrollment - as simple as possible is the motto!

Depending on which of the two variants you choose, the
enrollment of the devices in the MDM differs slightly.
Using MobiVisor MDM as an example, we would like to
show you that the implementation of an MDM can be
quite simple:

You have a cell phone that you want to register in
MDM. The phone is reset to factory settings and
ready to go.
 
You have received your personal MobiVisor domain,
which you now open in your internetbrowser

You go to "Users" and create a new user.

Now the actual enrollment starts: this works
especially easy via Device Owner QR Code. To use
this, go to your user and select DO QR Code.

Take the device in hand and tap the display 5-7 times
in quick succession. As soon as the camera opens,
scan the DO QR



The device now knows that it will have MDM
installed. Follow the instructions of the device step by
step. The MobiVisor MDM app will also be installed
automatically.

You can now connect the device to the user. The
MobiVisor app will prompt you to add a user. To do
this, you can simply scan the QR code located next to
the user on the domain.

You can now connect the device to the user. The
MobiVisor app will prompt you to add a user. To do
this, you can simply scan the QR code located next to
the user on the domain.

Grant all permissions. This will fully enable the MDM.

The device will now show as active on your MobiVisor
domain and the enrollment is complete.

As you can see, enrollment is very simple. The example
above describes the process for a single device, e.g.
when new colleagues join. 
Of course, multiple devices can also be enrolled quickly.
Feel free to ask us about your individual situation and
we will be happy to advise you! 



Just write to us at: 
info@iotiq.de 

Just call us directly:  
+49 1578 3020995

Tip: You can also test the above procedure yourself! To
do so, request our free, non-committal test environment
and try out all the functions yourself. Click here to get to
the test environment.



Toni Voß 
Business and
Software Developer
toni@iotiq.de
+49 1578 3029874

Sven Noack
Director Business
Development
sven@iotiq.de
+49 176 34110095

Saskia Riechers
Customer Care 
saskia@iotiq.de
+49 176 15006080
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